In addition to our dedicated resources for English learners, the tools below provide online translations, visuals for content areas and video lessons to assist students in accessing all of our K-12 digital resources and learning guides.

**English/Language Arts**
- **Google Translate**
  Translating instructions, unknown words, etc.
- **PBS Language Arts**
  Videos and activities to support various Language Arts topics
- **Master Piece Sentences**
  Teaches students how to write longer, more descriptive sentences to create complex sentences in six stages; includes pictures of a good flipbook with a sample sentence and space for students to create their own examples

**Math**
- **Khan Academy**
  Short video lessons with Math concepts and practice problems that can be translated into the students' native language.
- **Google Translate**
  Translating instructions, unknown words, etc.
- **Math Visuals**
  Visual supports for Math operations
- **Math is Fun**
  Illustrated Math dictionary
- **Math Dictionary**
  Illustrated Math dictionary in Spanish and English
- **PBS Mathematics**
  Videos and activities to support Math topics

**Science**
- **Visual Dictionary Online**
  Visuals of Science terms
- **Spanish-English Science Definitions**
  List of Spanish-English cognates
- **Britannica Kid**
  Numerous visuals, videos and online dictionaries for Science
- **Google Translate**
  Translating instructions, unknown words, etc.
- **PBS Science**
  Videos and activities to support Science topics

**Social Studies**
- **Google Translate**
  Translating instructions, unknown words, etc.
- **PBS Learning Social Studies**
  Videos and activities to support Social Studies topics